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Best-selling author,
historian discusses
19th-century China
Jonathan D. Spence, author of the best
seller The Search for Modern China,
will address the University's Fall
Honors Assembly at 11 a.m. Wednesday.
Sept. 16, in Graham Chapel. His lecture,
"The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in Nineteenth-century China," is part of the Assembly Series and is free and open to the public.
Spence, George Burton Adams Professor
of History and director of the Graduate
Studies Council on East Asian Studies at
Yale University, specializes in the history of
China since the 16th century. His books
include The Death of Woman Wang and The
Memory Palace ofMatteo Ricci.
The New York Times Book Review
named his book The Search for Modern
China one of the
best non-fiction
books of the year
in 1990. The
book also won
the Lionel Gelber
Literary Prize,
consisting of a
work of art and
$50,000 (Canadian). Lionel
Amy Shanabrook, a senior majoring in earth and planetary sciences, and Raymond E. Arvidson, Ph.D., professor and chair
Gelber, the
of earth and planetary sciences, examine pictures of Valles Marineris, a vast Martian canyon, from the Viking Mission of
Canadian writer, Jonathan D. Spence
1975. The Mars Observer Mission, scheduled to launch from Cape Canaveral by the end of September, promises to bring
historian and adviser on international afback more intriguing glimpses of the "Red Planet."
fairs, established the Gelber Prize as one of
his last public acts. The prize is one of the
largest of its kind in the world.
Spence's interest in China dates from his
graduate years at Yale. According to Spence,
he felt an emotional kinship to China from
the moment he began studying it.
His many honors include Guggenheim
and MacArthur fellowships, the Los Angeles Times History Prize and the Vursel Prize
niques and have vastly improved instrumen- from the surfaces and interior structures of
The Mars Observer Mission, delayed
of the American Academy and Institute of
Mercury,
Venus,
the
Moon,
Mars
and
the
tation
to
gather
data,"
says
Arvidson,
an
at least 10 days by a fluky contamiArts and Letters for the "excellence of his
larger satellites of the outer planets.
interdisciplinary scientist on the Mars
nation of its instruments, now is set
Data analysis and distribution have been works in prose." Spence is a member of the
Observer Mission and 20-year NASA
to begin its thorough study of Mars before
American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
a
lingering
problem for NASA, ceaselessly
veteran.
"We're
in
place
now
to
make
sure
the end of September.
confronted with hectic launch schedules, as In 1988 he was named one of the Council
the data acquired from Mars Observer will
More than half a century after Orson
of Scholars at the Library of Congress.
well as equipment, instrumentation and
live far beyond the mission and be distribWelles panicked the nation with his vivid
The lecture is co-sponsored by the
budgetary
concerns.
As
an
example,
uted
to
wider
outlets
than
any
other
mission
radio broadcast of a Martian invasion, U.S.
University's
Asian Students Association,
Arvidson's colleague Edward A. Guinness,
before it. The images from Mars Observer
planetary scientists are poised to peel away
Department
of Asian and Near Eastern
Ph.D., a senior research scientist in the
are going to be spectacular. There isn't a
the beguiling planet's mystique.
Languages and Literatures, East Asian
McDonnell
Center
for
the
Space
Sciences
at
planetary
scientist
around
who
can't
wait
to
In the 17 years between the Viking
Studies Program and Student Union. For
Washington, is still assembling computerMission — the last U.S. mission to Mars — see what's up there."
more
information about the lecture, call
In addition to revealing secrets about the generated images of Mars from the 1975
and the upcoming Mars Observer Mission,
935-4620.
Viking
Mission.
planet's
geology
and
atmosphere,
the
misplanetary scientists have been plagued by a
However, Arvidson and NASA colsion is considered by many scientists as a
simmering angst.
leagues from Brown University, Arizona
launching pad for a vigorous Martian
In this interim between missions, Mars
aficionados have withstood budget cuts, the program that could see a manned mission to State University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (all "subnodes" to
the "Red Planet" in the first quarter of the
space shuttle tragedy of 1986, the aborted
the Geoscience Node) have been instrumennext century. There is even speculation of
Russian Phobos Mission to Mars in 1989,
tal in replacing the outmoded, bulky magpossible colonization of Mars in the distant
and countless delays in their hopes of
A link has been found between childnetic tapes that used to store planetary
future.
getting a comprehensive mission to Mars.
hood incest in women and a high
mission images, with the more durable and
Now, NASA scientists like Raymond E.
Handling
the
data
incidence
of psychiatric disorders, such
user-friendly
compact
discs
called
CDArvidson, Ph.D., professor and chair of the
Arvidson is director of the Geoscience
as depression, alcohol abuse and panic
ROMS. Computational advances have
Department of Earth and Planetary SciNode of the NASA Planetary Data System, allowed Arvidson and other archivists a
disorder, say researchers at the School of
ences at Washington University, eagerly
housed
at
Washington
University.
He
has
Medicine.
speedier
vehicle
to
analyze,
store
and
disanticipate both a rich scientific haul of
The study, one of the first to examine
tribute data and images. The Geoscience
priceless data and heightened interest in the received NASA's Public Service Medal
twice in the past decade for exceptional
the specific psychiatric effects of incest,
Node has distributed to scientists and
space program through new observations,
contributions by a non-governmental person groups worldwide more than 60 sets of
was published earlier this year in the Amerirevamped data-handling and networking.
to NASA's missions. The facility he heads is compact discs brimming with data and
can Journal of Psychiatry. It showed that
"Seventeen years is a very long wait to
NASA's chief storehouse and distribution
images from the 1989 Magellan Mission to among women who were being treated for
return to Mars, but in that time we've
center for NASA-derived data collected
mental health problems, incest victims had
Venus.
enhanced and honed data-handling techA chief thrust of the Geoscience Node is twice as many psychiatric illnesses as
to provide images from the Viking and Mars women who had not experienced sexual
abuse. The study also found that if the abuse
Observer missions to a network of Ameriis not addressed in treatment, psychiatric
can high schools through the Planetary
illnesses may linger.
Society's Marslink Program. Carl Sagan of
Medical Update: Commonly prescribed drug may benefit heart
"What this tells us, as psychiatrists and'
Cornell University is president of the socimental health professionals, is if a patient
ety, which is in Pasadena, Calif, and Bruce
attack patients
Page 2
comes into our office with these illnesses we
Murray of the California Institute of TechWashington People: Guido Weiss, Elinor Anheuser Professor of
need to ask about abuse," says Elizabeth F.
nology is vice president.
"Our goal through Marslink is to encour- Pribor, M.D., instructor in psychiatry and
mathematics
Page 3
co-author of the study. "From a treatment
age science education by building up interperspective, if we don't ask, it's possible the
In the news: Washington University participates in the annual
est in the mission as it progresses,"
patient will not have a full recovery."
Arvidson says. "We're hopeful that young
United Way fund drive
Page 6

Rich scientific haul

Priceless data expected from long-awaited Mars mission

Psychiatric disorders,
childhood incest linked
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Continued on page 6

Continued on page 2
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Medical Updat
Captopril reduces mortality rate
Perlmutter receives Shannon Award
in heart attack patients, study shows to conduct movement disorder study
A drug commonly prescribed for
hypertension and heart failure
can benefit heart attack patients
by prolonging survival and preventing
subsequent heart attacks, according to
an international study published in the
Sept. 3 New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM).
Edward Geltman, M.D., associate
professor of medicine at the School of
Medicine, was a co-investigator on this
Survival and Ventricular Enlargement
(SAVE) study conducted at 45 centers
and representing the efforts of 112
participating hospitals across the
United States and Canada.
Researchers report that the use of
the drug captopril, when first administered within 3 to 16 days after a heart
attack, reduced the mortality rate in
heart attack patients by 19 percent,
reduced the rate of subsequent heart,
attacks by 25 percent, and reduced the
overall adverse cardiovascular events
by 24 percent. These benefits resulted
regardless of other types of treatment
prescribed for these patients by their
physicians.
The SAVE trial was conducted
between 1987 and 1992 on 2,231 men
and women throughout the United
States and Canada. It evaluated the use
of the drug captopril, which has been
commonly used for hypertension and
symptomatic heart failure. The study
findings demonstrate that captopril will
lead to prolonged survival after a heart
attack, reduce the deterioration of
cardiac function, and reduce the number of recurring heart attacks and
hospitalizations for congestive heart
failure.
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Summarizing the significance of
the clinical outcomes of SAVE, the
study's principal investigator, Marc
Pfeffer, M.D., Ph.D., a cardiologist at
Brigham and Women's Hospital in
Boston and the Harvard Medical
School, said, "We can do something to
improve the outlook for many patients
after a heart attack, even when they
have no symptoms of heart failure.
This new use of captopril adds further
benefits to the many lifesaving advances in cardiac care developed in
recent years."
Pfeffer continued "This study involved the efforts of many researchers
across the United States and Canada.
We are grateful for the important work
of Edward Geltman, who coordinated
the local SAVE study effort and made
many important contributions."
The study is funded by a grant to
Brigham and Women's Hospital from
Bristol-Myers Squibb.

A School of Medicine neurologist has
received a $ 100,000 Shannon Award
from the National institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke to study
dystonia, a movement disorder.
Joel Perlmutter, M.D., associate professor of neurology and research associate
professor of radiology, received the award
for outstanding research in neurology as it
relates to movement disorders. Dystonia is
caused by muscle spasms that produce
abnormal movements and postures affecting one or more parts of the body.
The two-year award will allow
Perlmutter to study how increased dopamine activity in the brain may lead to difficulty controlling certain movements. His
study may become the pilot study for
larger-scale neurological research.
Perlmutter will examine 60 patients
and normal volunteers. The dystonia
patients will include those witii writer's
cramp, which is caused by involuntary
hand spasms, and those with

blepharospasm, which causes both eyes to
uncontrollably squeeze shut. At this time, no
researcher has pinpointed the area of the
brain that controls these abnormal movements.
The study will use positron emission
tomography (PET) scanning, an imaging
technique developed at the medical school,
to study various parts of the brain believed
to be active in causing dystonia for the two
syndromes. Blood flow, blood volume and
dopamine receptor activity will be measured
using this painless imaging technique.
In other research, Perlmutter is testing an
experimental drug, lazabemide, in patients
with the early stages of Parkinson's Disease.
Unlike other drugs used to treat Parkinson's,
lazabemide is designed to slow the development of symptoms rather than to treat the
symptoms.
Persons interested in volunteering for
either the dystonia or Parkinson's study
should call the medical school at 362-6909.

Incest often overlooked as cause of psychiatric illness -from page 1
According to Pribor, current estimates
among women show that by age 16, one in
five has had sexual contact with a relative,
and one in three has had unwanted sexual
contact with an adult.
In one of the most descriptive studies to
date, she and co-author Stephen H.
Dinwiddie, M.D, interviewed 75 women,
age 23 to 55, who were undergoing various
types of psychotherapy at three non-psychiatric treatment centers in St. Louis.
They found that the 52 victims of incest
suffered 19 psychiatric disorders more
frequently than women who had not been
sexually abused. Among the disorders
were: agoraphobia (fear of public places),
alcohol abuse or dependence, depression,
panic disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, simple phobia and social phobia.
The incest victims on average had suffered seven psychiatric illnesses during their
lifetime—more than twice that of the 23
women who had not been sexually abused.
Although the rate of psychiatric illness
was high among incest victims, more than
half of them — 28 — had never seen a psychiatrist. Among the remaining 24 incest
victims who had been treated by a psychiatrist, only three were satisfied with their treatment. Most of the dissatisfied women were
concerned because they were never asked if
they had been abused. When the subject was
brought up, they said it was dismissed or
overlooked as being the problem.
"That finding is important because it
can delay or prevent recovery," says
Dinwiddie, who is an assistant professor of
psychiatry. "It's a rule of medicine that you
have to think about it in order to find it. As
physicians and mental health professionals,
we need to be more astute in asking questions about sexual abuse."
In addition to delving into sexual abuse,
Pribor says therapists, either on their own
or with the aid of a psychiatrist, need to
more fully explore psychiatric illnesses.
Because many of the illnesses the
women developed, such as depression, can
be treated with therapy, medication or both,
Dinwiddie says many incest victims may
be suffering needlessly.
"Depression is a disorder that causes
intense pain and a great deal of impairment
in one's life, and it can last a long time
without treatment," he says. "Here we have
sort of a clinical hint — if a patient gives
you a medical history of incestuous abuse
— you need to ask about depression. This
is a potentially treatable illness that enables
you to intervene in a meaningful way."
"Major depression is a serious illness,"
Pribor adds. "Panic disorder, posttraumatic

stress disorder and agoraphobia — these
are very serious illnesses that have massive
impact on people's lives. But they also can
respond to treatment."
Few of the incest victims were on medication to control their illnesses, though
Pribor says many of them would have been
candidates for drug therapy. Both researchers say it's important that clinicians and
other mental health professionals be open
to a variety of treatments.
Although a direct relationship between
severity of abuse and depth of illness was
not established the study indicated that
women who had been more severely
abused had higher levels of anxiety-related
syndromes, such as phobias, panic disorder
and posttraumatic stress disorder.
"We don't know why anxiety disorders
were elevated in these women, but it would
make sense that people who are more
severely abused would have more severe
problems," says Pribor.

'Shameful' subject
Researchers note that many of the abused
women entered therapy seeking help for
problems like depression, not sexual abuse.
Because of its social stigma, sexual abuse,
particularly incest, remains a "shameful"
subject. As a result, studies on incest incidence and prevalence have been difficult to
conduct. Likewise, little is known about the
long-term psychiatric effects of child
sexual abuse and/or incest.
"These are people who have learned
from a very young and vulnerable age that
you just don't talk about it (incest). It's a

secret, it's shameful, and you don't mention
it," says Dinwiddie. "At another level, the
women in our study saw incest as something massive, painful and terrible — an
issue important for them to address in their
lives."
Pribor and Dinwiddie are continuing
their investigation with a study of men,
similarly recruited through mental health
treatment centers, who were sexually
abused during childhood. Pribor wants to
know what psychiatric illnesses, if any, the
men have suffered, and what role gender
plays in their experiences. Both studies
were funded by the medical school's Department of Psychiatry.
Although their study of women does not
conclude that incest causes psychiatric
illnesses, Pribor hopes it will be useful in
designing future studies that may make a
more direct link. For now, the researchers
are satisfied in knowing that their clinical
practices are benefiting from the work.
"What is nice about this kind of study is
that it does affect your clinical practice,"
Pribor says. "One thing I've learned is to
bring up abuse at an early interview because it gives patients permission up front
to answer. If they don't feel comfortable
talking about it in the beginning, they
probably will a few weeks down the line."
"In my own practice, I've become more
diligent in asking questions relating to
abuse," Dinwiddie says. "I no longer believe that I just know through some mystical clinical sense which people I should be
asking."
— Kleila Carlson

Klahr receives award for renal disease research
Saulo Klahr, M.D, John and Adaline
Simon Professor of Medicine, has,
been selected to receive the 20th David
M. Hume Memorial Award of the National Kidney Foundation (NKF).
Klahr, who directed the Division of
Renal Disease for 18 years, is being
recognized for his work on the mechanisms of progression of renal disease and
his studies on the pathophysiology of
urinary tract obstruction.
The award, first presented in 1973,
honors the late David M. Hume, M.D,
who was chair of the Department of
Surgery at the Medical College of Virginia for 17 years, and a distinguished
member of the NKF. Presented annually,
the award recqgnizes a distinguished
scientist/clinician in the field of kidney
and urological diseases.

Klahr is physician-in-chief at Jewish
Hospital, part of the Washington University Medical
Center. He is a
past president
of both the
American
Society of
Nephrology and
the NKF, and
currently is
chairman of the
National Kidney and UroSauio Klahr
logic Diseases
Advisory Board of the National Institutes
of Health.
He will receive the award in November at the annual NKF banquet in Baltimore, Md.
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Washington People
Weiss makes waves in mathematics
The field of wavelets has become a very hot item
in mathematics and engineering. Washington
University has been very active in this field.
The key players in the burgeoning scientific
rage have been fortunate enough to come under
the guiding influence of Guido Weiss, Ph.D., Elinor
Anheuser Professor of mathematics.
Weiss and Washington University mathematicians
Richard H. Rochberg, Ph.D., and Mitchell H. Taibleson,
Ph.D., have collaborated closely on wavelets, one of the
hottest new methods in science. In 1990, the mathematicians received several substantial grants to study them. The
wavelet theory allows scientists to break down complicated
data into their most fundamental pieces, reassemble them
and then transmit the data, or "signals," without losing any
of the important details. Imagine a
person using a "picturephone."
Wavelets make it possible to capture
the details in key parts of a signal,
such as the corners of the caller's
mouth, and amplify them while
reducing less important, redundant
information, like the background, yet
still reconstruct the background later.
Thus, the receiver of the phone call
is able to focus on the facial expression of the person on the other end
without being overwhelmed by
images of the background.
One of the principal founders of
the 10-year-old wavelet theory is
French mathematician Yves Meyer.
Wavelets arise from a well-entrenched branch of mathematics
called harmonic analysis, which,
among other things, applies mathematics to the analysis of signals and
other data. The Washington University trio has concentrated on harmonic analysis problems for a number of years. Moreover, Meyer has
kiddingly — though accurately —
referred to Weiss as "The Father of
Atomic and Molecular Theory,"
from which wavelets grew naturally.
Called by some enthusiasts "one of
the mathematical events of this
century," the wavelet theory, in
conjunction with powerful computers, is a vital cog in the rapidly
developing sound and imaging
technologies. Music, compact discs, speech devices, photographs, videos and teleconferencing all are expected to
receive incredible boosts from wavelets, as well as engineering, medical and satellite data.
The genealogy of wavelets research in the United States
unfolds like a sort of mathematical Roots. Ronald Coifman,
Ph.D., professor of mathematics at Yale University, and
Victor Wickerhauser, Ph.D., associate professor of mathematics at Washington University, are pioneers in wavelets
research, as well as, in a sense, Weiss' intellectual "son"
and "grandson," respectively.
"I first met Coifman at Geneva, Switzerland, where my
wife Barbara and I were doing research, supported by
postdoctoral fellowships, in the mid-1960s," says Weiss in
his second-floor Cupples I office, packed with a fascinating, orderly display of memorabilia that reveals the many
facets of a truly cosmopolitan man. Everything from
Leinenkugel beer cans to a golf ball collection to posters of
his native Italy adorn the office and elicit humorous anecdotes. He continues: "He was a lonely student then, struggling with problems in analysis, and I got to know him well
and appreciated his exceptional talents. We became close.
Eventually, I was able to help him get a job at the University
of Chicago, my alma mater, where he, like I before him,
came under the influence of Dr. Antoni Zygmund. He left
the University of Chicago and came to Washington while I
was chair between 1967 and 1970. The link between
Wickerhauser and Coifman is that Wickerhauser was
Coifman's Ph.D. student at Yale. And now Victor is with us."
But the family tree doesn't stop with Coifman and
Wickerhauser. Weiss also had a hand in the success of
Taibleson's career when he steered the young mathematics
student he had taught at DePaul University in the late 1950s
to the University of Chicago. There, Taibleson received his
doctorate under the instruction of another Zygmund protege, Elias Stein, Ph.D. Altogether, there are 22 professors
of mathematics — from Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville, to the Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, to
Peking University, and all stops in between — who have
studied under Guido Weiss. Countless others, such as
Taibleson and Coifman, have felt his influence.
Before he made such big waves in the intellectual world
Weiss created a bit of a stir in the sports world. To this day a

powerful, barrel-chested man, Weiss was a sterling, multisport athlete who could have been on the receiving end of
the legendary Otto Graham's passes at Northwestern University. Upon graduation from high school, he was offered
athletic scholarships from both Northwestern, then a Big
Ten powerhouse, and Purdue University, but opted instead
for the University of Chicago, despite his love of football.
There, he participated in track, baseball and basketball. He
was a three-year (1948-1951) regular in basketball.
While Weiss' background is very much that of the ailAmerican boy, he was born in Trieste, Italy, and lived in his
native country until 1939 when, accompanied by his
mother, the 11-year-old joined his father and older brother
in Topeka, Kan. He has never lost the charm of the old
world, retaining after all these years his gentle European

"I owe my career to
Guido, and I'm by no
means the only person
who can say that."
- Mitchell H. Taibleson

accent, warmth and kind manners. His father, who had been
a student of Freud's, was the renowned founder of the
Italian Psychoanalytical Society. He moved to Topeka to
work in the famed Menninger Clinic. His mother, originally
a pediatrician, later became a psychiatrist, having studied
with Carl Jung. She was the second woman, he says
proudly, to receive a medical degree at the University of
Vienna. The family's journey to the United States was
prompted largely by the turmoil in Europe — Poland had
just been invaded by the Nazis — and Italy's newly enacted
anti-semitic laws. Weiss' paternal side of the family is
Italian of Jewish descent, his maternal side is Croatian,
mostly of Jewish descent.
"At the time, the cautious thing to do was to leave the
country," Weiss recalls wistfully. 'This was much harder for
my brother than for me, because he was 10 years older.
Because of the anti-semitic laws, I was not allowed to continue going to public school. I found it all very bewildering.
At the public school I had attended, one of my classmates
was Romano Mussolini, U Duce's son, another was the son
of General Roatta, who commanded Italian forces in the
Spanish Civil War. The latter was a close friend. The Italian
society I knew as a boy was not intrinsically anti-semitic.
The times, though, were very uncertain and chaotic."
Weiss' family moved to Chicago after two years in
Topeka. Later, at the University of Chicago, he eventually

became interested in mathematics by a curious chain of
events. The summer before he was to begin classes at the
University of Chicago with the vague idea of becoming a
chemist, he contracted a dual whammy on a wilderness trip
to the Minnesota/Canadian border: He was bitten by a rabid
dog and, separately, developed infectious mononucleosis.
The painful remedy of shots in the stomach and bed rest
kept him out of the classroom for two months. The best he
could do was to arrange a deal with his mathematics instructor and study at home. On his own, he began to find
mathematics very interesting. Once recuperated, he began
taking more mathematics classes. He met his first wife,
Mary Bishop, in class. Mary and her brother, Errett, both
became highly respected mathematicians. The major intellectual figure for Weiss, though, was Zygmund.
"He was a brilliant intellectual,
highly influential," Weiss recalls.
"But everyone became attracted to
Zygmund as a person. His personality may have been his most profound
influence."
Weiss taught at DePaul University from 1955 until coming to
Washington University in 1961. The
chief reason he chose Washington
was the absence of nepotism laws at
the University. Other institutions,
among them the University of California, Berkeley, and the University
of Wisconsin, had offered Weiss jobs
but not his wife. Weiss, who considered Mary Weiss to be at least his
peer, found that situation unfair and
unacceptable.
During his 30-plus years here, he
has served on several major national
committees and been awarded various prizes, among them the
Chauvenet Prize in 1967 for his
expository paper, "Harmonic Analysis." He has been a visiting professor
at institutions throughout the world,
including universities in Italy, China,
France, Spain, Poland and Argentina.
In 1966, Mary Bishop Weiss died.
Weiss and his second wife, Barbara,
have two sons. Michael recently
graduated from Washington University with a degree in architecture.
Paul, also a Washington graduate, is
pursuing a doctorate here in education. Barbara Weiss received her doctorate from Washington
University in molecular biology and works in Sondra
Schlesinger's laboratory in the School of Medicine.
According to Taibleson, Weiss has shaped the field of
harmonic analysis in many key areas during his career.
Among these are the atomic and molecular theory of Hardy
spaces (with Coifman), the Block space theory (with
Taibleson) and the interpolation of linear operators (with
Stein and others). In each instance, he has reawakened
mathematicians to new ways of analysis and synthesis, the
essence of harmonic analysis.
"Mathematicians can make an impact by proving important theorems or they can make their mark by spreading
their knowledge and working with people," says Taibleson.
"The important thing about Guido's work is he doesn't just
attack some small, hard problem and go for it — which is
the basic drive of mathematicians. He sees the problems,
what others are doing with the problems and the underlying
possibilities behind the work. He helps others branch off in
their careers, strengthening both the mathematician and the
discipline itself.
Taibleson mentions a common occurrence: attending a
mathematics symposium and finding a third or more of the
participants having some sort of link to Weiss, whether
through actual coursework, a postdoctorate or a stint as
visiting professor at Washington, or else from Weiss' numerous international teaching and speaking engagements.
"Through all the years, Guido has nurtured an intense
loyalty to those who have worked with him, and the loyalty
is reciprocal," Taibleson says, admirably. "I owe my career
to Guido, and I'm by no means the only person who can say
that. His integrity is so solid that he's the person you want
going to bat for you."
Taibleson, Rochberg, mathematicians at the Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid, and a host of American, French and
Italian mathematicians are planning a May 1993 symposium
in honor of Weiss at Madrid. The meeting, held in conjunction with Weiss' 65th birthday, will concentrate on harmonic
analysis and the nearly 200 attendees all will have something in common: They have been touched by Guido Weiss.
"I'm looking forward to seeing everyone," Weiss says,
beaming.
- Tony Fitzpatrick
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Calendar
Lectures
Thursday, Sept. 10
Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Health Awareness Program,
"Translating Theory to Practice," Joyce
Bateman and Kitty Oliver, WU registered
dietitians. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg.
1 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Thesis Defense, "Functional
Anatomy of Lexical Processing: PET
Activation and Performance Studies,"
Julie Fiez, WU graduate student. Room
928 McDonnell Bldg.
3 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Immunology Program,
"Characterization of the Class I Cytolytic
T Cell Response to Influenza Hemagglutinin: Evidence forT Cell Receptor Regulation of Immunodominance," Brenda
Myers-Powell, WU graduate student.
Room 7738 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg.
4 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Student-run Seminar, "Ethylene, an Unique Plant Signalling Molecule," Athanasios Theologis, Plant Gene
Expression Center, U. of California,
Berkeley. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell
Bldg.
4 p.m. Dept. of Earth and Planetary
Sciences Colloquium, "Gas-Water-Rock
Modelling for Geologic Disposal of
Nuclear Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nevada," William Murphy, senior research
scientist, Southwest Research Institute.
Room 102 Wilson Hall.

Friday, Sept. 11
9:15 a.m. Dept. of Pediatrics Presents the
Seventh Philip R. Dodge Lecture, "Effects of Neural Plasticity on Recovery
From Focal Brain Lesions in Infancy,"
Peter Huttenlocher, prof, of pediatrics and
neurology, U. of Chicago; chief, Pediatric
Neurology Service, Wyler Children's
Hospital, U of Chicago Hospitals and
Clinics. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place.
4 p.m. Dept. of Music Lecture, "Coherent
Musical Systems," Craig Lister, WU
Dept. of Music alumnus. Room 252 Olin
Library. For info., call 935-5581.

Saturday, Sept.12
9 a.m. Dept. of Anatomy Saturday Seminar, "Current Concepts and Controversies: A Preview," William Thach, WU
Dept. of Anatomy and Neurobiology.
Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Bldg.

Sunday, Sept.13

.

1:30 p.m. School of Law Constitutional
Conference, "Church and State: Is the
Wall Falling Down?" Douglas Laycock,
prof, of law, U. of Texas, Austin. A panel
discussion will include: Richard Arnold,
chief judge, 8th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals; Harry James Cargas, prof, of
literature and languages, Webster U; Carl
Esbeck, prof, of law, U of Missouri,
Columbia; and Carole H. Murphy, asst.
prof, of elementary and early childhood
education, U of Missouri, St. Louis.
Richard Lazarus, WU prof, of law, will
moderate. Steinberg Hall Aud. For info.,
call 993-5505.

Monday, Sept.14
Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Pulmonary Research Conference, "Stress Protein Synthesis In Vivo

and In Vitro," Pope Moseley, Dept. of
Internal Medicine, Pulmonary, Iowa
College of Medicine. Schiele Room,
Jewish Hospital.

"Study Skills and Time Management,"
Robert Easton, director, WU Student
Counseling Service. Erlanger Aud.
McDonnell Bldg.

Noon. School of Medicine Human Studies
Committee Educational Seminar, "The
Ethics of Psychiatrical ly Impaired Research Subjects: The Ulysses Contract and
Other Issues," Evan DeRenzo, senior staff
research ethicist, Bioethics Program at
National Institutes of Health. Wohl Aud.,
Wohl Hospital.

12:10 p.m. Gallery of Art Talk, "Green
Acres," Chris Scoates, curator of the
Gallery of Art and of the exhibition
"Green Acres: Neocolonialism in the U.S."
Gallery of Art, Steinberg Hall. For info.,
call 935-4523.

12:30 p.m. Society of Professors Emeriti
Luncheon and Lecture, "Was Einstein
Right?" Clifford Will, chair, WU Dept. of
Physics. Whittemore House. For info., call
862-0422.
4 p.m. Dept. of Biology and Genetics
Seminar, "Molecular Themes in C.
Elegans Sex Determination and Dosage
Compensation," Barbara Meyer, U. of
California, Berkeley. Room 322 Rebstock.
4 p.m. Graduate Program in Immunology
Sponsors the Historical Perspectives in
Immunology Lecture, "The Renaissance
ofAutoimmunity, 1955-1992," Noel Rose,
prof, and chair, Dept. of Immunology and
Infectious Diseases, Johns Hopkins U.
School of Hygiene and Public Health.
Third Floor Aud., Children's Hospital.

Tuesday, Sept. 15
4 p.m. Dept. of Chemistry Seminar, "The
Electron-rich Metal-metal Bond as a
Redox Reagent," Richard Walton, Dept.
of Chemistry, Purdue U. Room 311
McMillen.
4 p.m. Dept. of Biology and Genetics
Seminar, "Molecular Genetics of the Sex
Determination Signals in Drosophila,"
Thomas Cline, U of California, Berkeley.
Cori Aud., 660 S. Euclid Ave.
5 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Pediatric Research Seminar,
"Nerve Growth Factor Receptor Expression in Human Neuroblastoma," Garrett
Brodeur, WU Dept. of Pediatrics. Third
Floor Aud., Children's Hospital.

4 p.m. Military Science Dept. Lecture/
Seminar, "NATO-Mission and Organization," with a briefing team of senior officers from NATO Headquarters, Norfolk,
Va. Room 112 Wilson Hall.
4 p.m. Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences Colloquium, "Massif Anorthosites,
Grenville Province, Quebec: Yet Another
Partisan Review," Robert Dymek, prof,
WU Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences. Room 102 Wilson Hall.
4 p.m. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Student-run Seminar, "Genetic and Biochemical Studies of Protein
N-Myristoylation," Jeffrey Gordon, WU
Dept. of Molecular Biology and Pharmacology. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Bldg.

Friday, Sept. 18
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds, "Penicillin Skin Testing," Louis Mendelson,
clinical assoc. prof, Dept. of Pediatrics, U.
of Connecticut Health Center. Clopton
Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
Noon. Dept. of Cell Biology and Physiology Seminar, "A Family of Yeast Nuclear
Pore Complex Proteins," Susan Wente,
Laboratory of Cell Biology, Rockefeller
U. Room 423 McDonnell Bldg.

Saturday, Sept. 19
9 a.m. Dept. of Anatomy and Neurobiology Saturday Seminar, "Spinal Cord:
Neural Networks for Motor Pattern Generation," Paul Stein, prof, WU Dept. of
Biology. Erlanger Aud., McDonnell Bldg.

11 a.m. Assembly Series Fall Honors,
"The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in Nineteenth-century China," Jonathan Spence,
George Burton Adams Professor of History, Yale U; author, 77je Search for Modern China. Graham Chapel.
Noon. Jewish Hospital Cancer Committee
Presents the Marilyn Fixman Clinical
Cancer Conference, "Tumor Suppressor
Genes in Human Solid Tumors," Steven
Scholnick, WU asst. prof, of otolaryngology, and Diane Radford WU instructor
of surgery. Brown Room, Jewish Hospital.
4 p.m. Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics Seminar, "Effects of
Thrombospondin on Tumor Cell Adhesion, Motility, and Metastasis," David
Roberts, Laboratory of Pathology, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.
Cori Aud., 660 S. Euclid Ave.
5 p.m. Medical Center Seminar Series and
Buffet Dinner, "The Rhythm of the Heart
From the Whole Heart and Tissue Perspective. Part 1: The Healthy Heart," Peter
Corr, WU prof, of medicine and molecular biology and pharmacology; Jeffrey
Saffitz, assoc. prof, of pathology and
medicine and director of Autopsy Service.
King Faculty Center, Room 601A Medical School Library. For info., call 4548586.

Thursday, Sept. 17
Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences Health Awareness Program,

Miscellany
Saturday, Sept. 12
10 a.m. University College Poetry Workshop. (Continues thru Oct. 31.) Instruction on such topics as imagery, diction,
rhythm, and form or lack of form, usually
in connection with poems submitted by
class members. Fee: $175. For info, and
registration, call 935-6701.
10 a.m. University College Non-Fiction
Writing Workshop: Autobiography. (Continues thru Oct. 31.) Workshop is designed for those interested in developing
the art of writing about oneself. Fee:
$175. For info, and registration, call 9356701.
10 a.m. University College Workshop,
"The Serious Business of Light Verse: A
Light Verse Writing Workshop." (Continues thru Oct. 31.) This four-session workshop will use illustrations from literature
and the creative efforts of the class to
explore the parameters of light verse:
content, verse form, and prosody. Fee:
$175. For info, and registration, call 9356701.

Sunday, Sept. 13
Noon. International Writers Center and
Left Bank Books Present a reading from
The Last Magician by Janette Turner
Hospital, an Australian writer. Austral
Gallery, 2115 Park Ave. For more info.,
call 935-5576.

Calendar guidelines

Wednesday, Sept. 16
8 a.m. Dept. of Ob-Gyn Grand Rounds,
"Pelvic Inflammatory Disease: Current
Concepts, Changing Perspectives," David
Soper, assoc. prof, Dept. of Ob-Gyn,
Medical College of Virginia Hospital.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.

Sept. 10-19

Exhibitions
"Arthur Holly Compton: A Centennial
Retrospective." Through Oct. 30. Olin
Library, Special Collections, Level 5.
Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. For
info., call 935-5495.
"Green Acres: Neocolonialism in the U.S."
Sept. I l-Nov. I. Opening reception: 7-10
p.m. Sept. 11. Gallery of Art, upper and
lower gallery, Steinberg Hall. Hours: 10
a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends.
For info., call 935-4523.
"Paul J. Amatuzzo: Eight Selected
Projects 1984-1992." Through Sept. 25.
Givens Hall, First Floor. Hours: 9 a.m.5 p.m. weekdays. For info., call 935-6200.

Music
Sunday, Sept. 13
2 p.m. Dept. of Music Presents the Faculty/Student Chamber Ensemble performing "La Revue de Cuisine" and other
works by Bohuslav Martinu. Graham
Chapel. For info., call 935-5581.

Events sponsored by the University — its
departments, schools, centers, organizations
and its recognized student organizations —
are published in the Calendar. All events are
free and open to the public, unless otherwise
noted.
Calendar submissions should state time,
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of
speaker(s) and affiliation, and admission
cost. Quality promotional photographs with
descriptions are welcome. Send items to
Melissa Kohne at Box 1070 (or via fax: 9354259). Submission forms are available by
calling 935-8533.
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday
one week prior to publication. Late entries
will not be printed. The Record is printed
every Thursday during the school year,
except holidays, and monthly during the
summer. If you are uncertain about a
deadline, holiday schedule, or any other
information, please call 935-8533.

Faculty forums, senate
meeting scheduled
University faculty members are invited
to discuss the establishment of clinical professorships at the School of Medicine.
The forums will be held at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 16, at the medical
school's Moore Auditorium, and at 4 p.m.
Oct. 13 in The May Auditorium in Simon
Hall.
A Faculty Senate meeting will be held
at 2 p.m. Nov. 6 in Moore Auditorium to
vote on amendments to the tenure document concerning the clinical professorship.
For more information, call 935-5151or
362-6249.
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LTD makes lions roar,
sun rise - all in the
palms of their hands
Little Theatre of the Deaf (LTD)
will present "The Wonderful O
and Other Amazing Tales"~at 2
p.m. Sept. 26 in Edison Theatre. The event
is part of the theatre's "ovations! for
young people" series.
Each year LTD tours thousands of
schools, parks, museums, libraries and
theatres throughout the United States and
the world. The company enjoys a 20-year
reputation for theatrical excellence. Designed to inform, entertain and delight
young audiences, the company's programs
have been hailed for their invention, spontaneity and theatrical magic. The New
York Times called LTD "the most rewarding kids' show in town."
LTD's Edison presentation will begin
with "Sports Intro," which introduces the
audience to sign language. "The Wonderful O" is a stage adaptation of James
Thurber's tribute to the hard-working 15th
letter of the alphabet, which holds together such valuable words as "hope,"
"love" and "valor." Trouble hits when an
evil sea captain banishes the letter "o"
from the alphabet.
The next segment, titled "Dreams,"
allows the actors to share their nighttime
thoughts with the audience. "Your Game"
gives the audience a chance to participate
in the show by making suggestions for
actor improvisations. The actors can make
lions roar, brontosauruses thunder, and the
sun rise, all in the palms of their hands.
Giant, colorful cloth balloons in the
shape of a giant hand, a ship and even a
rainbow, serve as props.
"The Wonderful O and Other Amazing
Tales" is directed by Adrian Blue, who for
many years was an actor with both The
National Theatre of the Deaf (NTD) and
Little Theatre of the Deaf. NTD is the parent company of LTD.
Tickets are $7 for all seats. For more
information, call 935-6543.

Little Theatre of the Deaf, above, uses both spoken and sign language to entertain and delight audiences of all ages. The
troupe will perform at 2 p.m. Sept. 26 in Edison Theatre. LTD's parent company, the National Theatre of the Deaf, will present
"Ophelia" at 8 p.m. Sept. 25 and 26.

'The beauty of sign language'

NTD event changes society's perception of the deaf
I he National Theatre of the Deaf
(NTD) returns to Edison Theatre
at 8 p.m. Sept. 25 and 26 for a world
premiere of "Ophelia," a new play by Obie
award-winning playwright Jeff Wanshel.
This event opens Edison Theatre's "OVATIONS!" series, which presents a diverse

T!

Sport:
Bear games available via national service
When Washington University kicks
off its home football opener
against Carnegie Mellon this Saturday,
Sept. 12, Bear fans will have three ways to
cheer on the Red and Green.
Option one is heading over to historic
Francis Field for the 7 p.m. start time.
Those in attendance will receive a complimentary poster complete with the Bears'
1992 schedule.
Again in 1992, Washington fans can
hear broadcasts of Bear football (and
selected basketball games) on either
KASP (1380 AM) radio, St. Louis' new
24-hour sports station, or KWUR (90.3
FM), Washington's campus station.
A new option comes via TRZ Sports
Services Inc., which has announced it will
provide 800 telephone number access to
the live play-by-play radio broadcast of
Washington University football and men's
basketball games on its TEAMLINE®
phone service. The local radio stations
will do the online radio broadcasts.
"We are extremely proud to be affiliated with Washington University and to
provide our service to its fans," said Tom

Zawistowski,TRZ president. "Our goal is
to provide alumni, parents and fans with
an affordable means of hearing their
favorite teams' games live from anywhere
in the world."
To use TEAMLINE® for Washington
games, fans will dial 1-800-846-4700, ext.
1096, enter their Visa or Mastercard
number and expiration date and then be
connected to the live game broadcast
direct from the Bears' radio network. TRZ
pays for the long distance call while fans
are billed on their credit card a maximum
of 50 cents per minute and as low as 20
cents per minute for the service. Fans can
listen as long as they like. The cost of
listening to a football game for three hours
is $36.50, while a two-hour basketball
broadcast is $30.50.
Fans also can access voice messages
about their team during non-game times
as well as get game box scores or seasonto-date statistics via fax through
TEAMLINE®.
For further information on
TEAMLINE®, contact the Washington
sports information office at 935-5077.

Volleyball hosts premier tournament
The volleyball Bears will host the
eight-team Washington University
Classic this weekend at the Field House.
The competition will include five of the
top 16 squads from last year's NCAA
Division III national tournament, plus the
fifth-place team from the NAIA tourney.
The Bears will open play at 7 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 11, against the State University of New York at Stony Brook. Following that match, Washington will face

Thomas More (Ky.) College at 9 p.m. On
Saturday, Sept. 12, the Bears match up
against Trinity (Texas) University at 11
a.m.
The championship match for the
Washington University Classic will be
played on Saturday at 4 p.m. Other teams
competing for the crown include
Kalamazoo (Mich.) College, Ohio Northern University, Nebraska Wesleyan University, and Southwestern University.

selection of world-renowned performing arts
events to the general public. In addition, Little
Theatre for the Deaf will present "The Wonderful O and Other Amazing Tales" for
younger audiences on Sept. 26 (see story at
left).
The NTD production, directed by Will
Rhys and Robbie Barnett (co-founder of
Pilobolus Dance Theatre), will take Ophelia,
a minor character from William
Shakespeare's "Hamlet," and place her on
center stage. Ophelia was shadowed in
"Hamlet" by the powerful men around her,
but in this new production, she is freed from
confines and convention and is able to
explore a world beyond Shakespeare's text.
NTD returns by popular demand to help
celebrate Edison Theatre's 20th anniversary.
The company always has received a warm
welcome in St. Louis. NTD first performed
at Edison in 1988 and brought audiences to
their feet with its stage adaptation of Philippe
de Broca's classic film "King of Hearts." In
1989 the company returned with a magical
and imaginative version of "The Odyssey,"
which again brought rave reviews by critics
and audiences alike. That year, St. Louis
Mayor Vincent C. Schoemehl declared Oct.
7 "National Theatre of the Deaf Day" in the
city to recognize "the unique style of acting

the troupe has developed, the critical acclaim
the troupe has received since its inception in
1967, and for exposing the hearing world to
the beauty of sign language."
The visual language created by The National Theatre of the Deaf is described as
being to sign language what song is to everyday speech. As audiences watch the language
created in the air, they discover a suddenly
sharper, clearer understanding of the spoken
word. The event is designed for both hearing
and deaf audiences. The actors speak and use
sign language throughout the presentation.
The Washington Post said of the company,
"National Theatre of the Deaf packs more
imagination into five minutes than some
companies put into their whole productions.
Wherever you turn, this happy production is
up to something playful and original."
Through its innovative artistry, NTD has
had a far-reaching and profound effect on
society's perception of the deaf. By exposing
the hearing world to the beauty of sign language on stage, the company makes visible
the intelligence and professionalism of all
deaf people.
Tickets to "Ophelia" are $20 for the general public; $ 15 for senior citizens and Washington University faculty and staff; and $10
for students. For information, call 935-6543.

Former New Zealand prime minister
addresses Earth Summit's shortcomings
Sir Geoffrey WR. Palmer, a former
' ]New Zealand prime minister, will discuss this summer's global environmental
summit in a lecture titled "What Went
Wrong At Rio?" Palmer will speak at 4
p.m. Monday, Sept. 14, in the Moot Courtroom in the Mudd Law Building. The
event is free and open to the public.
Palmer, who served as prime minister
of New Zealand from 1989 to 1990, attended the Earth Summit in Brazil in June.
Scientists, environmental activists and politicians from around the world convened in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to discuss the
world's environmental problems and possible solutions.
A former New Zealand environment
minister, Palmer will address the summit's
shortcomings. "The summit produced
international attention on the world's
environment but it wasn't enough," he said.
"It was too little, too late."

Palmer is a professor of law at Victoria
University in Wellington, New Zealand,
and Mason
Ladd Distinguished Visiting
Professor of
Law at the University of Iowa.
He is a graduate
of the University of Chicago
School of Law.
Palmer is
author of EnviGeoffrey W.R. Palmer
mnmental po//.
tics -A Greenprintfor New Zealand.
New Zealand often is cited for taking a
strong international role on environmental
issues.
His lecture is sponsored by the School
of Law. For more information, call 9356420.
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University's United Way
campaign begins Sept. 16
One in three people in the St. Louis
area benefits from organizations
supported by the United Way of
Greater St. Louis. Since 1975, when the
United Way was first organized, Washington University has participated in the
annual drive.
Last year the local drive raised more
than $50 million, surpassing its goal.
Washington University's contribution was
up 8.6 percent from the previous year.
"This year we hope to enroll more individual employee pledges than in any previous campaign," says Bob Franklin, the
University's campaign chair and assistant
director of University funds.
The University's drive begins Wednesday, Sept. 16, and continues through
October. Gifts to the United Way are taxdeductible and can be made by check or
through the automatic payroll deduction
plan.
"Each year it seems that the United Way
needs our support more than ever before. I
am afraid this year is no exception," says
Chancellor William H. Danforth. "The
continued lag in the economy has markedly
increased the demands on the agencies
(supported by the United Way).... Given
this year's needs of so many in our community who have lost jobs and so many who
have serious health, social and emotional
problems, my hope for Washington University is that those who can will increase their
contributions significantly and that those
who have not contributed in the past will
do so. Even if the contribution seems small,
every bit helps in this critical year."
This year, Franklin said contributors
need to understand that The United Way of
America, which received some negative
publicity last year over the actions of a few
of its employees, is not the parent organiza-

tion for local United Ways. That group,
which is based in Virginia, provides some
services to local United Ways more economically by working on a national level.
Those services include: soliciting contributions from major national corporations that
do not have headquarters in this area;
implementing a national advertising program that includes the National Football
League; and providing campaign supplies,
computer software and assistance in coordinating programs among independent local
United Way organizations.
In 1991 two or three staff members at
the-United Way of America abused their
positions in a highly publicized incident of
financial misconduct. The local United Way
chapter, which sends less than 1 percent of
funds raised to the United Way of America,
has further reduced the amount of support
and has demanded corrective action so
future abuses cannot take place.
The United Way of Greater St. Louis
supports more than 130 organizations, all of
which benefit people in St. Louis City and
10 surrounding counties in Missouri and
Illinois. For those suffering from AIDS,
arthritis or alcoholism, the United Way
agencies can help. Numerous child care
centers, YMCAs, youth centers and counseling organizations also receive support
from the United Way. The Campus Y and
the Central Institute for the Deaf, which is
part of the University's medical center, also
receive United Way funding.
This year the United Way recognizes
that homelessness, abuse and neglect of
children, and unemployment are three of
the most pressing problems in the St. Louis
area. To help combat these issues, the
United Way is providing more than $ 1.7
million for emergency food clothing,
shelter and support services. This includes a

Teacher Laurie Preusser works with Meghan Denton at the Central Institute for
the Oeaf. The institute provides preschool to high school education for youths
with hearing and speech defects; speech and hearing clinics for children and
adults; and research and professional training in teaching and audiology. The
institute, which is part of the University's medical center, is one of the many
organizations that receives United Way funding.
network of food pantries throughout the
metropolitan area. The organization also is
allocating more than $6.5 million to combat
child abuse and neglect in 1992. In addition, the United Way is giving more than
$ 1.3 million to organizations providing
services for the unemployed.
Giving $5 per week can provide home
health-care service visits for four elderly

adults or more than two weeks of day-care
for two economically disadvantaged children. Giving $10 per week can aid a family
of six suffering from a fire, flood or tornado
disaster, or provide seven days of psychological counseling for an abused child.
The United Way also relies on the help
of committed volunteers who give their
time and expertise to the annual drive.

Mars mission may determine whether life developed on planet -fromPagei
people can be drawn into the drama of seeing a new world opening in front of them."
Arvidson's role as organizer and distributor of the Magellan Mission data led to his
chairing NASA's Data and Archives Working Group for the Mars mission. This group
produced a document, based on the successful data-handling methods of the Magellan
Mission, that is now the prototype of methods for all remaining American planetary
missions this century, as well as for the Russian Mars 1994 and 1996 missions. The
Russian endeavors, says Arvidson, "will be
a challenge because the missions are based
in Russia, the text will be in Russian, and
there are lots of European collaborators."
There has never been a more urgent need
for organization on a space mission than for
Mars Observer, Arvidson notes. He says the
digital data returning from Mars Observer
will surpass the Magellan Mission's bounty,
and Magellan recorded twice as much
digital data than was taken for all the previous U.S. planetary missions combined.

just 240 miles from its surface. The spacecraft will reach its destination a little more
than a year after its launch and then will
make its measurements for one Martian
year (687 Earth days).
The instruments and their functions are:
the gamma ray spectrometer will determine
the surface composition — by element:—
of areas hundreds of square miles wide; the
laser altimeter will gather shots of Mars'
topography every 600 feet to learn more
about the planet's geology, geophysics and
atmospheric circulation; the Mars Observer
Camera will
provide a
global fish_^^^^^_
eye view of
the planet
every day of
the mission
with resolution as sharp
as 10 feet
wide; the
magnetometer
Sophisticated instruments
and electron
The Viking Mission of the mid-1970s
reflectometer
basically employed three instruments to
will determine
gather data. The Mars Observer spacecraft
if Mars, like
will use seven highly sophisticated instruthe Earth, has
___^__
ments. While these instruments are far more a magnetic
advanced than the technology in the 1970s,
field; the
they are designed to complement the Viking pressure modulator infrared radiometer
Mission instruments. Unlike the Viking
will give atmospheric temperature, water
Mission, which dropped robotic landers on
vapor and dust profiles of the planet; the
the Martian surface to gather soil and other Thermal Emission Spectrometer will map
geological samples, the Mars Observer
the composition of surface materials, rocks
spacecraft will not land on Mars. Instead it
and ices to give the most definitive answer
will rely on sophisticated remote-sensing
yet to what comprises Mars' surface and
instruments.
in what abundance; and the spacecraft
"The Viking focus was to find safe
radio science equipment will study the
landing sites, low, moist areas that would
planet's gravitational field and atmosphere
give the instruments the best chance of
structure.
finding life," Arvidson says. "This meant
In addition to his archival role with the
sacrificing other important observations
mission, Arvidson plans to analyze the
using additional types of instruments. Also, materials exposed on the planet's surface
the Viking cameras could only provide
and try to determine what carbonate, sulregional images, a limited landscape. Mars
fate and clay minerals can reveal about the
Observer will give global coverage of the
Red Planet's past climate. He will focus on
planet using a variety of instrumentation."
Valles Marineris, an enormous canyon that
The instruments will jut out at all angles cuts through the planet's equatorial zone.
from the spacecraft, which will orbit Mars
This geological depression is so big that a

small arm of it is the size of our Grand
Canyon.
Valles Marineris holds a mishmash of
rock formations in its walls, with suspected
volcanic remnants and deposits on its floor
that some scientists believe are old lake deposits. Arvidson also will examine the
Tharsis Plateau, a two- to four-mile high,
2,000-mile long "welt" on the equator. Volcanoes that dwarf the Earth's largest are
found here, as well as the planet's most diverse range of geologic ages based on crater
density and rock layers, or stratigraphy.
Scientists
suspect that in
____^^_
ancient times
Mars was
warm and wet.
In the late 19th
century, Italian
astronomer
Giovanni
Schiaparelli
viewed Mars
through a
telescope and
recorded
— Ray Arvidson structures he
called
"canali," faint
dark lines that
stretched for
hundreds of miles across the Martian surface. In English-speaking countries,
Schiaparelli's structures became known as
canals, giving birth to the myth that Mars
was inhabited by human-like creatures.
The American astronomer Percival
Lowell added fuel to the controversy in the
early part of the 20th century. The Mariner 4
mission to Mars in 1964 finally laid to rest
the canal theory, although the Mariner 9
mission of 1971 verified the existence of
dried Martian channels, totally unrelated to
Schiaparelli's formations. What remains
unknown is how quickly the climate
changed from one that allowed the presence
of water to the cold carbon dioxideshrouded climate that today allows only
water- and carbon dioxide-ice.
"The evidence as to what happened to
the planet's climate is locked up in such

"Mars Observer is going to
be a fantastic mission, and
a renewal of periodic
missions to Mars."

minerals as carbonates, sulfates and clays,"
Arvidson says. "Analysis of the mission
data should illuminate the surface material
composition and ultimately provide clues
to when the climate changed."
Arvidson, Washington University
colleague Bruce Fegley, Ph.D., associate
professor of earth and planetary sciences,
and other mission-participating scientists
will interpret remote sensing data, hoping
to learn more about the geochemical
makeup of the planet, including why Mars
appears red. In other research, Washington
University planetary scientist Roger
Phillips, a Mars Observer co-investigator,
will examine laser altimeter data to better
understand the state and dynamics of the
planet's interior, including, for instance,
how Mars supports its mountains.
Finally, the Martian myth aside, Mars
Observer is expected to shed more light on
whether life could have developed during
the planet's assumed warmer, wetter epoch.

A generation lost
The Mars Observer Mission is part of an
ambitious NASA plan for the 1990s that
could include a lunar orbiter mission, a
follow-up environmental survey of Mars,
participation in the Russian Mars missions
and a possible return to Venus at the
decade's close.
While absence may make the heart
grow fonder, Arvidson says U.S. planetary
scientists do not want trips to Mars to
become a "generational thing."
As a member of the Viking Lander
flight team in 1976, Arvidson analyzed
data from that mission at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. His oldest
son, who was three at the time, accompanied Arvidson and his wife to Pasadena.
"By the time Mars Observer brings
back data from the mission my son will
nearly be graduated from college," he says.
"What that means is we have missed
almost a generation of Mars research. And
we don't want to do that again. Mars
Observer is going to be a fantastic mission,
and a renewal of periodic missions to
Mars."
— Tony Fitzpatrick
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Apirion memorial
fund established
A fund to honor David Apirion, Ph.D.,
who died Aug. 29, has been established by the Department of Molecular
Microbiology at the School of Medicine.
Proceeds will go toward the purchase of
new books and journals for the Medical
School Library and the preservation of
the library's rare and historical book collection.
Apirion, 57, an avid cyclist, died after
suffering a heart attack while on a bicycling tour.
*
A member of the medical school faculty since 1965, Apirion was a professor
of molecular microbiology. He came to
St. Louis after completing a two-year
postdoctoral fellowship at Harvard
University. While there, he worked with
world renowned scientist and Nobel
Laureate James Watson. Apirion's field
of scientific study was molecular genetics and cellular organization.
Apirion was born in Petah Tekvah,
one of the first Jewish settlements in
what later became Israel. He received
his undergraduate and master's degrees
in biology from Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, and his doctorate in genetics
from the University of Glasgow in
Scotland.
He was a visiting scientist for the
US.S.R. National Academy of Science
and a visiting scientist in India for the
National Science Foundation. He was a
member of numerous professional organizations and had published more than
175 scientific articles on molecular
genetics. From 1981 to 1989, he was
on the editorial board of the Journal of
Bacteriology.
In 1991, he organized and chaired the
first American Society for Microbiology
International Conference on RNA Processing and mRNA Decay in Prokaryotic
Cells.
He is survived by a daughter, Alison,
of Clayton; two sons, Jonathan, of
Morganton, N.C., and Michael, of Los
Angeles; and several brothers and sisters,
all of whom live in Israel.
Memorial fund contributions should
be sent to: Washington University School
of Medicine, Department of Molecular
Microbiology, Box 8230, St. Louis, 63110,
or contact Marge Thomas at 362-7259.

Former dean of
social work dies
Wayne Vasey, former dean of the
George Warren Brown School of
Social Work, died Aug. 28 in Clearwater,
Fla. He was 82.
Vasey, a gerontology expert, served as
dean of the school from 1962 until 1967.
He left to teach at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. Vasey retired as a
professor emeritus from the University
of Michigan in 1976.
While at the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work, Vasey took a
leave of absence in 1964-1965 to serve
as general manager of the Human Development Corp. of St. Louis, a non-profit
social service agency that helps low-income residents in the metropolitan area.
Vasey's work in gerontology led him
to establish the International Center of
Gerontology at the University of South
Florida, Tampa, in 1980. He was past
president of the Association for Gerontology in Higher Education and the National Conference on Social Welfare.
Before coming to Washington, Vasey
was dean of the graduate school of social
work at Rutgers University.
Vasey was born in 1910 in Collins,
Iowa. He received a bachelor's degree
(1931) from Perm College in Oskaloosa,
Iowa, and a master's degree in social work
(1936) from the University of Denver.
He is survived by his wife, Margaret;
two sons, Stephen and Daniel; one
daughter, Mary; five grandchildren; and
one great-grandchild. A memorial service will be held Sept. 12 at the Unitarian
Universalist Church in Clearwater, Fla.

For The Record

For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty and staffscholarly and
professional activities.

Of note
Lynne Breakstone, Ph.D., senior lecturer
in French, was the recipient of a French
government scholarship to participate in
a three-week seminar on the European
Community. The seminar took place in
Strasbourg, France, the seat of the European Parliament and of the Council of
Europe, two major institutions in the
governing structure for the European
Community. Economics, languages,
standardization, educational systems and
regional conflicts were some of the
European issues discussed. ...
The American Cancer Society (ACS)
awarded a Clinical Oncology Fellowship
Certificate of Completion to Anastasio
Georgiou, M.D., and Avraham
Eisbruch, M.D., both instructors of
radiation oncology. The award signified
the completion of a one-year, $10,000
fellowship for advanced cancer studies.
Peter Lai, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor of radiation oncology, received a
certificate for the completion of his
cancer research, which was funded by a
three-year, $90,000 Clinical Oncology
Career Development Award (CDA) from
the ACS. A $90,000 CDA was given to
Mary Vogelsang Graham, M.D., instructor of radiation oncology, to expand
her expertise in oncology, specifically in
the area of thoracic irradiation. All of
these physicians received training in
radiation oncology from Carlos A.
Perez, M.D., professor and director of the
Radiation Oncology Center. Perez recently was listed in The Best Doctors in
America as an expert in the areas of lung,
gynecological, breast and prostate cancer.
Woodward/White Inc. published the book
after conducting a yearlong national
survey, in which physicians were asked to
rate the clinical ability of their peers. ...
Joel Perlmutter, M.D., associate
professor of neurology, and Alan
Pestronk, M.D., professor of neurology,
are co-recipients of the first annual Sven
Eliasson Awards for Teaching Excellence.
The awards are named for Sven Eliasson,
M.D, Ph.D., professor and vice chair of
neurology, who recently retired after 28
years at the School of Medicine. ...
The St. Louis chapter of the Jewish
Community Centers Association gave
Herb Weitman, director of the
University's Photographic Services, the
1992 award in Recognition of Artistic
Excellence for his photographs of campus life. The award is given annually to a
nationally recognized senior artist who
has made contributions to the artistic life
of St. Louis. Weitman is associate editor
of the Washington University Magazine
and Alumni News.

Speaking of
James S. Diamond, Ph.D., adjunct
professor of Hebrew literature, presented
a paper at a conference on "Israeli Literature in the Context of World Literature."
The conference, which was held in
Jerusalem, was sponsored by the International Center for University Teaching of
Jewish Civilization. The paper, titled
"Modalities of the Absurd in Modern
Jewish Writing: Kafka, Agnon and
Shabtai," will be published in a book
collecting all the conference papers. ...
Udo Kultermann, Ph.D., the Ruth
and Norman Moore Professor of Architecture, presented a paper at a symposium titled "Relations Between Different
Cultures." The symposium, which was
held in Kyoto, Japan, was sponsored by
the International Institute for Advanced
Studies in Kyoto. Kultermann's paper
was titled "Ernest Fenollosa. His Importance for the Foundation of Art History in
Japan and for the Formation of Modern
International Culture."

On assignment

To Press

Cornell H. Fleischer, Ph.D., professor
of history, spent the spring 1992 semester as visiting professor of history at the
University of California, Berkeley. He
also presented "The Beginning of the
End: Apocalypticism and Imperialism
in the Mediterranean, 1492-1550" at the
Renaissance Society of America meeting at Stanford University. This semester he will serve as visiting professor at
the Villa I. Tatti, the Harvard University
Center for Renaissance Studies in
Florence, Italy. ...
Jack Hartstein, M.D., professor of
clinical ophthalmology and visual
sciences, served as co-chair of the fifth
annual Washington University Cornea
and Contact Lens Conference held at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in St. Louis.

R. Joseph Oik, M.D., associate professor
of clinical ophthalmology and visual
sciences, and Samuel R. Pesin, who
recently completed his retina fellowship at
Washington University, published an
article in International Ophthalmology
Clinics, Volume 32. The article was titled
"Incidence and Management of Complications Associated With Pars Plana
Vitrectomy for Premacular Fibroplasia."
Guidelines for submitting copy:
Send yourfull name, complete title, department, phone number, and highest-earned
degree, along with a typed description of
your noteworthy activity to For The
Record, Campus Box 1070. Items must not
exceed 75 words. For more information,
call 935-5235.

Penny Adams named business school's
associate director of executive programs
Penny L. Adams, a management consultant and lecturer in accounting, has been
named associate director of executive
programs at the John M. Olin School of
Business, Dean Robert L.Virgil has announced.
Adams will be responsible for marketing
to corporations the school's executive
education offerings, including
the Executive
M.B.A. and other
non-degree
executive programs. She will
assist in a
planned expansion of executive
education programs at the
Penn L Adams
school.
V "Penny Adams is an addition of vital
importance to the executive program," said
Richard J. Scaldini, Ph.D., associate dean
and director of executive education. "Her
extensive experience in teaching and corporate consulting will greatly enhance our

ability to serve the management development needs of the corporate community."
Adams, a certified management
accountant with a master's degree in
business from Washington University,
has specialized in strategic cost management. She has designed and taught
graduate courses in integrated systems
planning and management, most recently
at the Olin School.
Organizations she has researched or
consulted with include Apple, Boeing
Aircraft, Hewlett-Packard, MEMC
Electronic Materials, Stone Container,
Mallinckrodt, Fisher Controls,
McDonnell Douglas, Anheuser-Busch,
Maytag and Harley-Davidson. She is a
frequent speaker on cost-management
issues.
Adams' previous experience includes
two years in international banking with
Harris Bank and Trust of Chicago and
eight years in medical practice management. Her last position in the service
sector was as a special projects coordinator at Childrens' Hospital National
Medical Center in Washington, DC.

News In Brief
Center receives grant
to create courses
The Center for the Study of Islamic
Societies and Civilizations will further
internationalize its curriculum with a
$117,000 grant recently awarded by the
U.S. Department of Education, said Peter
Heath, Ph.D., director of the center and
associate professor of Arabic language and
literature.
With the two-year grant, the center will
create courses that focus on the Islamic
world outside the Near East, with a special
emphasis on Islamic Africa. Some of the
grant funds also will be used to strengthen
the Near Eastern languages program.
The center will use the funds to develop
nine new courses and extensively revise six
others. New courses will examine Islamic
societies in such areas as sub-Saharan
Africa and the Balkans. Some of the new
courses will integrate African and Near
Eastern content for the first time, said
Heath.
The Near Eastern languages program
will use funds to certify Washington University language teachers through the
American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages. The instructors, one
each in Persian, Turkish, Hebrew and
Arabic, then will be able to conduct annual

language proficiency tests for students.
The language program also will teach
instructors how to incorporate computers into the classroom as a teaching tool.

New prize honors
language students
Two newly established prizes will
honor outstanding undergraduates
studying the Chinese and Japanese
languages, announced Robert E. Hegel,
Ph.D, chair of the Department of Asian
and Near Eastern Languages and Literatures.
For the first time, the Ansehl Prize,
endowed by Arthur and Jeanne Ansehl
of St. Louis, will be awarded to the
department's top student of Chinese this
academic year. The department's first
Takahashi Prize for the outstanding
student of Japanese was awarded last
year to Shyanne Haviland, a student in
the John M. Olin School of Business.
The Takahashi Prize was established in
honor ofYukiko Takahashi, a former
teaching assistant in Japanese, who died
in 1991. The award is being supported
by donations from colleagues, students
and friends of Takahashi.
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Opportunities
The following is a list of positions available on the Hilltop Campus. Information
regarding these and other positions may
be obtained in the Office ofHuman Resources, North Brookings Hall, Room 126,
or by calling 935-5990.

willingness to work flexible hours
from 4:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., Sunday through Thursday, except
intersessions and summer. Clerical
testing and three letters of recommendation required.

Administrative Secretary
930022. Medical Alumni and Development Programs. Requirements: Minimum of four years of college,
bachelor's degree preferred; typing 50
wpm with accuracy; three or more
years office experience; excellent
word processing, data processing, and
overall computer skills; familiarity
with Macintosh, Word, and Excel
preferred; good command of English;
ability to deal with multiple assignments and organize work to meet
deadlines; ability to deal cordially,
accurately, and responsibly on the
telephone, in the office, and at special
events; ability to work well with colleagues in an environment of limited
office space; and attentiveness to
detail. Clerical testing and three letters of recommendation required.

Technical Sales Specialist
930031. Campus Stores. Requirements: Minimum two years of college, bachelor's degree preferred;
knowledge of personal computers
and popular software; experience
using a variety of microcomputer
peripherals, such as modems and
printers; must be physically able to
lift system components; must be able
to work evenings and Saturdays.
Resume and three letters of recommendation required.

Application Processor II
930025. Undergraduate Admission.
Requirements: Must be high school
graduate; typing 40 wpm with accuracy. Duties: Key information from
HS and other sources into SIS, verify,
correct and maintain applicant
records, both manually and online;
handle phone calls from prospective
students, parents, HS personnel; other
tasks as assigned. Clerical testing and
three letters of recommendation required.
Assistant Men's Basketball Coach
930026. Department ofAthletics.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree
required, master's degree preferred;
public speaking; proficiency of skill
demonstration; safe and competent
driving record; skill in the operation
of audiovisual equipment. Supervise
Junior Varsity Program: scheduling,
travel, equipment procurement and
promotions. Recruit qualified athletes.
Execute operational details of basketball program. Resume and three letters of recommendation required.
Coordinator of Judicial Affairs
930028. Student Affairs. Requirements: Bachelor's degree required;
master's degree in a relevant discipline is preferred. Experience working
with college students or adolescent
community groups also is important.
Ability to interact with students,
faculty, staff, parents, attorneys, and
to take initiative and solve problems is
essential. Excellent communication
and organizational skills, flexibility
and patience also are necessary. Resume and three letters of recommendation required.
Circulation Services Assistant
930030. Olin Library. Requirements:
Two years of college-level study or
equivalent work experience; library
work experience; ability to type 35
wpm with accuracy; ability to com'""■"""-"municate effectively, orally and in
writing, and to deal with the public in
a consistently pleasant and businesslike manner. Computer skills, especially in data entry, desirable. Bibliographic skills and familiarity with
foreign languages desirable. Ability to
work with and resolve patron problems under pressure necessary. Physical stamina necessary. Ability and

Cashier/Clerical Assistant
930032. Campus Stores. Requirements: Must be high school graduate, two years of college preferred;
typing 35 wpm with accuracy; good
customer service attitude; general
office experience and organizational
skills; must be able to handle and
balance funds, work quickly and
accurately under pressure. Clerical
testing and three letters of recommendation required.
Administrative Assistant
930034. Medical Alumni and Development. Requirements: Bachelor's
degree; typing 45 wpm with accuracy; maturity, judgment, and diplomacy; excellent interpersonal skills;
excellent communication skills, both
oral and written; ability to communicate cordially and effectively with
public constituencies of the alumni
and development office, including
volunteers, donors, alumni, and
officers of corporations and foundations; ability to communicate cordially and effectively with internal
constituencies including deans,
department heads, division chiefs,
and senior faculty and administrators; ability to deal with confidential
information in a responsible and
professional manner; ability to balance and prioritize diverse assignments. Advanced biology courses
desirable. Clerical testing and three
letters of recommendation required.
Technical Assistant
930035. Applied Research Lab.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree;
typing 60 wpm with accuracy. Applicant must have ability to use a
UNIX-based computer system for
desktop publishing, report preparation, report editing and tracking of
equipment and supplies. Clerical
testing and three letters of recommendation required.
Career Counselor and Special
Programs Coordinator
930039. University College. Requirements: Master's degree; ability
to work with a wide variety of
people in a counseling environment;
interest in working with adults in
transition. This part-time position
includes working one evening per
week until 7 p.m. Resume and three
letters of recommendation required.
Administrative Assistant
930040. Chemical Engineering.
Requirements: Must be high school
graduate, one year of college preferred; typing 50 wpm with accu-

o personnel
OLnews

racy. As much as five years office
experience would be beneficial,
especially if it involved interaction
with others. Some supervisory experience required. Work with chair in
day-to-day operation of the department. Clerical testing and three
letters of recommendation required.
Administrative Assistant
930045. Alumni and Development.
Requirements: Minimum three years
of college; specialized secretarial
and business training; typing 50
wpm with accuracy; experience with
word processing; five years of office
experience, including work with
budget figures and reports; ability to
deal effectively and sensitively with
senior administrators, faculty,
alumni, parents and prospective
students; maintain confidentiality;
excellent attendance record; good
command of English; ability to
handle multiple project-oriented
tasks with strict deadlines requiring
a high degree of organization and
thought; available to work overtime
as needed; prefer someone with
familiarity with dictation equipment
and database management; experienced with Macintosh computers;
knowledge of Microsoft Word, desktop publishing and spreadsheet
software. Clerical testing and three
letters of recommendation required.
Administrative Assistant
930047. Medical Alumni and Development Programs. Requirements:
Minimum one year of college;
bachelor's degree preferred; three
years general office experience
preferred; typing 50 wpm with accuracy; excellent word processing
skills; good command of the English
language. Ability to deal with multiple assignments, adjust priorities;
cordial and accurate public contact
on the telephone, in the office and at
special events. Clerical testing and
three letters of recommendation
required.
Documents Assistant
930048. Law Library. Requirements:
Must be high school graduate,
bachelor's degree preferred; typing
25 wpm with accuracy; experience
with IBM or IBM-compatible PC;
accuracy and attention to detail.
Must be reliable in following government regulations and library
procedures. Will be expected to learn
new procedures and computer programs. Clerical testing and three
letters of recommendation required.
Office Manager
930049. Residential Life. Requirements: Minimum four years of college required, bachelor's degree
preferred; typing 20 wpm with accuracy. Duties: General administrative
support service for the department;
answer and direct phone calls and
receive visitors; supervise eight to
10 student employees; maintain
departmental inventory, purchase
and distribute office supplies; monitor departmental purchasing activity;
type and distribute office correspondence; design and maintain departmental file system (computer and
paper); other tasks as assigned.
Clerical testing and three letters of
recommendation required.
Input Output Operator, Part-time
930051. Computing Operations.
Requirements: Must be high school

graduate. Duties: Enter jobs into
system; mount tapes; operate and
service printers; mount and align
special forms; distribute computer
output; perform housecleaning tasks
on CPUs; distribute microfilm;
interpret console JCL messages;
interact with staff and users; IPL OS/
MVS/HASP systems; make computer resource decisions; interact
with senior management; initiate
vendor service calls as directed;
maintain performance/problem
records. Application and three letters
of recommendation required.
Laboratory Assistant
930052. Earth and Planetary Sciences. Requirements: Minimum two
years of college; able to understand
and follow procedures for computer
data analysis; familiarity with general principles of geochemistry
desirable, familiarity with computerized analysis of scientific data desirable. Resume and three letters of
recommendation required.
Contract and Grant Coordinator
930053. School of Social Work.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree
with accounting background; typing
40 wpm with accuracy; strong communication and interpersonal skills;
experience in funded research and
administration and working with
federal governmental agencies and
foundations; PC word processing and
spreadsheet skills; ability to organize
and work under pressure during
deadline. Clerical testing and three
letters of recommendation required.
Instructor of Psychology and
Counselor in Student Affairs
Applications are invited for an appointment as instructor in psychology and counselor in student affairs
at Washington University's Student
Counseling Service. Candidates will
be expected to provide instruction to
undergraduate students in child
psychology and related fields; provide instruction to residence hall
staff in identification of and intervention in students' developmental
and disordered behavior; provide
counseling and psychotherapy services to students; and supervise
graduate students in practicum program. Salary commensurate with
qualifications. Requires master's
degree or equivalent degree in psychology. Submit curriculum vitae to:
Dr. Robert H. Easton, Director,
Student Counseling Service, Washington University, Campus Box
1053, One Brookings Drive,
St. Louis, MO 63130-4899.

Medical school openings
The above listing includes only those
positions available on the Hilltop
Campus. Plans are under way to
includcSchool of Medicine job vacancies in the Record. The medical school
now posts available positions at the
Office of Human Resources, 4480
Clayton Ave. Interested employees
may view the job postings between 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
People interested in applying for these
jobs can make an appointment to talk
with one of the recruiters while visiting the office.

